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On today's podcast episode, we discuss examples of generative AI (GenAI) in retail, how to

convince consumers to engage with it, and what GenAI is not good for. Join our analyst Sara

Lebow as she hosts analyst Yory Wurmser and Beth Ann Kaminkow, CEO of the New York

o�ce and global chief commerce o�cer at VML.

Subscribe to the “Behind the Numbers” podcast on Apple Podcasts, Spotify, Pandora,

Stitcher, YouTube, Podbean or wherever you listen to podcasts. Follow us on Instagram

https://podcasts.apple.com/us/podcast/behind-the-numbers-an-emarketer-podcast/id1113097936
https://open.spotify.com/show/7C9j1qi6NI4Uct9gWfFdxk?si=31c6ee3a5e0a4b7f
https://pandora.app.link/eqLsEa15dJb
https://youtube.com/@emarketerinc
https://www.instagram.com/insiderintelligence/
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Episode Transcript:

Sara Lebow (00:01):

Hello listeners. Today is Wednesday, July 10th. Welcome to Behind the Numbers: Reimagining

Retail, an eMarketer podcast. This is the show where we talk about how retail collides with

every part of our lives. I'm your host, Sara Lebow. Today's episode topic is leveraging

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/kv-8eCRTrhgg7EUQ9wFI1M9kFMPzXNdhhCokQFOz9PnAhFDTPqExQhcM1321eKCp44Yl_r-EreHpP9VDWwkqNgX1n-I?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=1.89
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generative AI in retail. Before we get started, let's meet today's guests. Joining me for today's

episode, we have principal analyst at eMarketer, Yory Wurmser. Welcome back, Yory.

Yory Wurmser (00:34):

Hey Sara, glad to be here.

Sara Lebow (00:35):

Glad to have you been a while since we had you on the retail show.

Yory Wurmser (00:38):

It has. It has been a while.

Sara Lebow (00:40):

Also with us, super excited to announce a special guest, CEO of the New York o�ce for VML

and their Global Chief Commerce O�cer, Beth Ann Kaminkow. Welcome Beth Ann.

Beth Ann Kaminkow (00:51):

Thank you. Thank you for having me. It's great to be here and join you both.

Sara Lebow (00:54):

Yeah, excited to have you. Okay, let's jump into this topic. AI, not a new topic. Generative AI

kind of is, although everyone's heard of it by now. Almost a quarter of retailers have already

deployed generative AI to automate customer service and another 25% are currently trialing

it. That's according to a Google Cloud and NewtonX study. But people aren't really thinking

about AI in the retail context as much as they are for other topic areas. A survey from YouGov

showed that people think retailers will be least impacted by generative AI in the next five

years, putting it behind social media companies and search engines. So with all of that in mind,

tell me what is the role of generative AI in retail? Beth Ann, let's start with you.

Beth Ann Kaminkow (01:40):

Well, first of all, that stat just makes me laugh because I think... and maybe I'm biased, I'll start

there, but I would put it first and one joke that we like to say here is that isn't everything retail

nowadays as well, by the way? So the other things that you just listed too that were a little bit

higher with maybe the putting science and a few other categories out of the mix, but I would

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/8-gK6kG0W32UvYoYm7or-ZYW1GFLoypYusTSOcjhm7PyErJZCKIvY3VA4JI38f6TbcdiMMvnTp9jp3Ddoo7Wekwmb8Y?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=34.139999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/tfP70ltuHci_dvVlMm9gtaSt1eUswWn9rL71aqNAR2sG2hN1nKxnnQzYBfn2f4svoTnk8Poe6NLWD_F66aDC0tjeDCk?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=35.76
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/eVohFTzgIPmPeki3hRKV2Vu7uY2IpRk3b_lHJxH8PRBMKZ4u4AckPSwcapN-W708wd6UPiG8E1fKk8bN7_-6QB_I7-8?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=38.4
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/jzQAeCZiNClbfttt9eySIDXM7tEOI7X4CMUNyjf4s85Wnptam7qBC3esvj4gM4evgR-xL8hbtZLuPJOS5CYRiB9iGzk?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=40.05
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/NtNyXFQv13XOo-CxwKOHPWXykCKYftdacx2ZiKFl3ivvPuOEnFMkrufW6oBDLMvAJ9mxVVmf36d6uCbMDsIvQi5zzFQ?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=51.24
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/3hD0rDO6p_PpAcCDDv0lM-hRu2xMFiBgZaW-7uVBv6WTGh5cC6nts8SvsYHdppd-yF1n-_c5oKfvkdN231stGEEwE90?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=54.299999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/HMsdZGY2kG1IDnVYaTCxtcwx6R5Ikb7s6gdhCnZKYLDhXONb_5RLlG61G88FmxusUXlBPxYkg8S5L6X9Td1OYqwXn1I?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=100.5
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say we see it prevalent in retail already and coming for retail in a really big way, which I think is

really good news quite honestly for people like ourselves on the kind of partnership agency

side of the business, but really with the end goal of making the consumer experience in the

retail space much better, doing things that weren't possible before.

(02:20):

But I think people really want it to be possible, and I'm not just talking minority report stu�,

I'm talking actual value to the consumer, which we'll get into. But I think it's a great thing and I

think retail should probably be one of the top use cases when you start thinking about the role

that generative AI is playing.

Yory Wurmser (02:36):

Yeah, I couldn't agree more. When you think about all the touch points retail has with

consumers, the channels, the media, there's so many ways in which generative AI can be

transformative. So yeah, I would put it pretty near the top of the list.

Sara Lebow (02:51):

Yeah, I mean it's kind of arbitrary right? I understand why they had to break things out, but

social media and search, those are both retail not only in terms of marketing for retail

obviously, but also commerce takes place on both social media and search like in the form of

Google shopping. So those are both retail platforms in a sense.

Beth Ann Kaminkow (03:09):

Exactly. And also the retailer platforms themselves or retailers are both of those two things

too. How many people are starting their search on Amazon or on TikTok and TikTok shop

before they're thinking about searching through Google now? And of course we can talk a lot

about what Google is doing to turn their search and their new AI generated functions, I think

they're calling them AI overviews that they've been piloting, but all of that is for the shopping

feature, I think to get more enhanced.

Sara Lebow (03:39):

Yeah, I mean, let's talk about some use cases for generative AI. Websites using AI chatbots are

seeing 23% higher conversion rates than those without. That's according to a February 2024

article from Glassix. It's a huge di�erence. Chatbots seems like a pretty obvious, although still

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/VlOFbzpDPAAUHo_nSz6RYDEIvuZyev6jgTaeCTdAf7EzEP2ifDdegpRCixJ6CyIEd_n1iTJXzeEqQ1koYCONoTNqSs0?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=140.88
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/mjsYat5JK116ny0iehRD7I4jrvukUn9RX3rftJqUleLJAgztepgYYVo7hGOXP6pY1tQUsDlpfvyVSY6yZmYzo1LavDQ?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=156.389999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/6x5x_pRwFLcjM8pMf5YU4dyRI-63xG10RdhJTJMDluSZzOUl256E8OryzG81dKXxEJrDHmBuV09J57v308OL3yNwSpE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=171.75
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/6-Qi-3Xn0mRZzSrfQH-Ag27a_SwHcAtKYplbEVKV5ePMq3VJJAdKDejPG92PeEb-PzbPWSWpRC4mC9Cwq6VGE20c3XM?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=189.179999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/xtitRiuotLlMxFwnvI9c7X8tcFf7PgIU6UFmRdQky_rTcfUZHIypI4_CSTdjoQrP7Eh52qVtUEKZXTtW3nNA8jAeouc?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=219.75
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nascent example of generative AI in retail. What is the role of these chatbots and also what

are other examples of generative AI beyond chatbots for retail?

Beth Ann Kaminkow (04:08):

I mean, I think chatbots is a great use case just because it was an underperforming area for a

long time and customer service has been broken for a long time, so it's been an area that's so

frustrating, especially as people move to more online buying behaviors. And if you can't get

help, if you can't get an answer responded to immediately, then you just kind of go down this

rabbit hole of a mess and then you start hating that retailer. So I love the fact that this has

been an area that's been enhanced immediately. And I mean the thing to me that's partly at the

heart, and we focus a lot on just making our retail partners and our manufacturer partners

recognize the importance of customer centricity, and I think this should ground almost

everything that we talk about in my mind.

Sara Lebow (04:54):

Can you define that for me, customer centricity?

Beth Ann Kaminkow (04:56):

Yeah, so it's really organizing around all insight and knowledge that has to do with the

consumer, and that's one of the reasons why Amazon is always sort of out ahead and winning

because it's maniacally focused on what the consumer wants and what the consumer

experience is, what's going to enhance consumer engagement. And no matter how hard it is

organizationally, they all orchestrate around delivering against that. And I think all things gen

AI just enhance that potential. We're going to talk about some of the downsides and dark

sides, but for the most part we're using this to enhance that capability because we're able to

get deeper understanding into the things that are creating friction right now to the consumer

and then things that are behaviorally intuitive that will make sense to start to intersect and

enhance through gen AI value and processes.

Yory Wurmser (05:42):

And there are a lot of di�erent aspects to the customer experience that can be helped by

generative AI. You have obviously customer service and chatbots and concierge, automated

concierge services, personal shopping, that part, but also things like search itself can be much

more conversational. You can have the product pages a lot more vivid with 3D images that are

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/jDEEZtv9bgJ1KqNWqHh-hPD1bhmoRDA0qf_XpdRdHyMCJhLxMIMqKCPSR4OtrlpHe76YKPOtEHzAQqcf-aa6rr6fghg?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=248.88
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/uVVkVRqC9Ou-pdOJAwGgUS0jJv8-1LeOtfoml_HhXJnMsJYYJMaXRe2mSbGRAaMEO0IJF1cMa_VlU-97UUB7SKvbyh4?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=294.24
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/iw4o6oWWrTFvgdlAcTPh3vVpzjXZbK4FI4UMdSpOLucfBpJoqIITig_NknCLg657o30Ch3NrpfIgvF-e3IIE9YHJzjY?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=296.49
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/Ic2nWDTyX1GNe1j7v_485BbexFvLWypBK-MuXjFC-uuRKYeNse0lCp7lonqK31UabpTZ-TL0zntCyShL2b7aDatfiOA?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=342.18
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generated from 2D images, things like that, upscaling images, creating di�erent backgrounds

for product pages. There are just a lot of ways that shopping can get better that's beyond just

customer service that makes the customer experience better overall.

Beth Ann Kaminkow (06:21):

Yeah, we talk a lot about cultural relevance or having things feel culturally in tune with who I

am, and I think this is a great use case because whether that's a background or whether that's

a skin shade, we see Sephora experimenting here, we see Amazon making big moves here, but

it's the thing that makes you feel like there's a cultural context to the content, to the

communications. And then the other thing I'm just going to underscore that Yory said, I'm sure

we're going to use this language a lot, is conversational. Just everything becomes more human

and I think it's a great way of talking about AI because everyone defaults to the fact that this

is going to be impersonal and more about technology interfering when in actuality tech

becomes way more human and the way that we dialogue with each other becomes way more

intuitive and human and conversational.

Sara Lebow (07:08):

Yeah, definitely. I mean, we already search so much more in a natural language way than we

did 10 years ago, at least I do. I'll ask a search question instead of doing boolean search terms

that it will continue in shopping. The Amazon example is really interesting because we talk

about the Amazon flywheel at eMarketer a lot where you have their entertainment side, their

commerce side and their advertising. And I can think of ways that generative AI is impacting

all of those from creating the ads using generative AI to placing those ads and enhancing

product pages to also maybe incorporating the ads into their content in the entertainment. So

really strong example of where it's everywhere. What are some other examples of retailers

that are doing a good job with generative AI?

Beth Ann Kaminkow (07:54):

Well, a retail that I've always had my eye on has been Best Buy partly because I think they

moved to the more omnichannel approach pretty early on, and they did a good job of at least

making you feel like these were connected channels and that they knew your behavior across

them. So I do find that their app is showing new design capability within it that feels very

powered by AI, that they're creating more distinct shopping experiences based on what they

know your past behavior has been, and also maybe predictive behavior a bit as well.

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/FPlRNvwc08BCrHwN6gnkdzJ9LescLzqvuUeLavZOCxqSxsSVWgpPdVEQMVCSf1qu5Lk5beHbl3Wfi8UgvuUklLKnHbk?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=381.36
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/IF1CT9S8hka6cte7ca8lqosKeS0eVUsnNLVi18Cyt_OYmozdGSSdvLhCq9ZmSH__LfR6DSpYNBVAib0Tvbd-INwXdCo?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=428.009999
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/e4DagNhylXbJdZdYo2D3PvZMF1fuz28pZDLpBEA12EjJL9FMVVEmvaVQr6da7kPfF3TJJavYqD9CEYlXLzbax_EkpJY?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=474.84
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(08:30):

They are customizing your home screen to look di�erent based on who you are and based on

your own personal preferences and they're letting you have a role in that too. So it's going to

continue to get smarter based on the amount of information that you're willing to give it. You

just know that they're pulling in your shopping history and your membership status and loyalty

and things like that, or it's informing the way that they again, bring up search results or

interact with you. And I think they may seem like basic obvious things, but it's been a long time

since retailers have been able to really deliver against that, especially with the complexity of

multiple channels that you can shop in. And I think the more that retailers do that, just more

out ahead and the better relationship they're going to be developing long-term with you.

Sara Lebow (09:10):

That Best Buy virtual assistant is interesting too because if you're Best Buy, you need a reason

to bring people into the Best Buy app. You need a reason that I'm not just going to go into the

Amazon app and search there or on Google, a reason that I'll look at Best Buy specifically.

Beth Ann Kaminkow (09:26):

Yeah. Just to show another counter to that, so we all are familiar with Rufus from Amazon, it'd

be interesting to see some of these things aren't necessarily going to be around for the

sustaining future.

Sara Lebow (09:26):

Definitely.

Beth Ann Kaminkow (09:37):

And I think about Alexa in that way. We went through kind of an Alexa phase where everything

was voice and people were talking to her as if she was a family member, but how often do you

do that now, even Siri for that matter from a search standpoint. And so I do think some of the

things that these companies are piloting and Rufus may be one of them that will serve a

purpose to even help consumers understand the value proposition that comes with AI, but

then will run its course in terms of the actual way that the value proposition from AI continues

to come forward in the relationship.

Yory Wurmser (10:11):

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/X7H9y68GpTkbW6t09Q7oQg65lKBoq9bScaDcjZA3z8ZkztE7ZjKtl0q8KpETyHcPq-ydkHFYItemghe2wqZPZ-VrseE?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=510.36
https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/rKQRZ9CDv5VU7dY03OO49PlTCjTsb7ZWXP9nClgxHS4rwae9BVjudaYoXZfop8JFa914FNSVNEoELnGG1sGz1WbhdKk?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=550.74
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https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/YwfFL0gh0Z7PLmvA4Fu97QvRX4dIAqO-f9_FknGU2-OlNlHavoTZ2ofjWSVhQleIxi53_CN9HxmYkQogGPmHjUrJmNk?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=577.05
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Yeah, I think things are definitely iterating very quickly, and I think that's right that a lot of

these first or really second generation generative AI features will evolve pretty quickly. I

mean, talking about a retailer that I think has done some interesting things. I mean any of

these virtual try-on or imagine your space type of applications on websites or apps,

something with Lowe's has with designing a kitchen or Sephora with a makeup try-on or any

of the clothing try-on apps or features, and those are all generative AI features and I think are

great applications of the visual aspects of generative AI. And I think Beth Ann had some great

examples of the large language model applications.

Sara Lebow (10:57):

Yeah, Beth Ann, you brought up Alexa. That's an interesting example because I don't like

Alexa. I hate talking to her. I'd never want to have a conversation with her, but Amazon's goal

was for us all to do that, to order our stu� from her. It has not come to fruition. What's

stopping generative AI from following that same path from people like me being like, "I do not

want to talk to a virtual shopping assistant. I'm not going to do it," what's di�erent now?

Beth Ann Kaminkow (11:25):

Well, I think part of what's di�erent now is it's a natural extension of the behaviors we already

are taking and adding value to every one of those touch points wherever that's possible. So

for instance, when you think about... and again to some of this was coming from

understanding our physical shopping behaviors and then what could and should be di�erent

online and how do you exploit the online environment, but what also just needs to be similar

for that continuity and because it is our natural way of thinking about how we shop.

(11:54):

So an example is I shop by aesthetic a lot. I'm not shopping for necessarily a specific item that

I can describe in a search term, but I'm shopping for, "I'm getting ready to go to Cannes for

the creative festival," or, "I'm going to Coachella for a music festival." And so my way I

conversationally want to put that in there in a retail conversation is if I'm talking to an actual

shop person who's there to help guide me through the store, that can now happen online in a

way that you get exactly the kinds of things that you want to see, get the inspiration that you

want to see, you get other queries possibly back from them looking for a little bit more

information even about your size or what kinds of things make you feel comfortable, what's

your favorite color.

https://www.rev.com/transcript-editor/shared/HUr-GyQHxOdgFBdeonZTLGm-sXwCc0ck0KsWGAJw5g6GS4CTR0gL4R_PagSqr29pIcP65FZGJObpKjhNjEaIiIJHKEI?loadFrom=DocumentDeeplink&ts=657.33
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(12:40):

It just becomes something that there's a di�erent type of engagement associated with it, but

it's all there to add a di�erent type of value to your experience.

Sara Lebow (12:49):

Can't disagree. As someone who three weeks ago Googled, what do I pack to go to Portugal,

definitely use case where Google's AI were a few generations down the road or maybe even

now, I guess I didn't pay enough attention. They could be showing me what products I could

be buying in that instant.

Beth Ann Kaminkow (13:06):

[inaudible 00:13:06] hyper local right? And I love that part of it too is that it can feel and it can

start to deliver against being very localized, it knows and so it's not going to just default

based on knowing. It's actually going to start tailoring and being more the spoken personal

because it knows where you are, where you're going, exactly what you're doing, what hotel

you might be staying at. The information starts to inform a very di�erent mix of result.

Sara Lebow (13:30):

Yeah. Anything to add there on your end, Yory?

Yory Wurmser (13:32):

I mean, just add that it can be hyper local, I mean with retailers can actually contain the data

that it dives into so that it doesn't go on these hallucinations like you get for ChatGPT. It can

be very precise type of recommendations that aren't o� the rails in any way.

Sara Lebow (13:48):

Yeah, I think that's a good argument for a really targeted chatbot or customer service bot,

something that fulfills a purpose. I was talking to the folks at Zola, the wedding planning

website about a bot that they made for splitting the decisions and something that the person

who worked on that said to me was that just working with ChatGPT, that asks a lot of the user

you have to come up with the problem that you want it to solve and then how to ask it to

solve that problem. Creating one of these very targeted kind of kitschy bots asks a lot less of

the user. So I also think that's a place where marketing teams from retailers are going to need

to get creative so that they're holding users' hands and showing them what they can do.
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Beth Ann Kaminkow (14:34):

Yeah, I think just to build on that too, what I also love is all the behind the scenes things that

this is enabling that people may never really actually see, but they're solving for either pain

points or they're just optimizing even a physical retail experience because you have supply

chain data and understanding linked to local insight and data and geography specific

information to what is popular right now, what is driving a lot of query, and then how do I refit

and be more modular about my actual store footprint to adjust really quickly and adapt to

what I think people are going to want the demand or how they're going to want to show up in

store and then navigate a store footprint.

(15:16):

I just think... or even be very quick about experiences that can enhance a shopping experience

because you're able to get a di�erent level of intelligence collected behind the scenes through

these large language models that can then inform changes that can be made on the store. I

just think... I always love it when technology comes in right at the moment that you really need

to start solving for the pain points that exists that is really holding something back. And so I

think people are going to just start to feel enhancements hopefully in so many areas of retail.

Sara Lebow (15:49):

This is a technical question, probably more for you Yory, but the problems that Beth Ann just

described, how does generative AI take us further in solving those as compared to AI that's

been around for quite some time now?

Yory Wurmser (16:02):

Just making it hyper contextual and I mean, it's better at taking in a ton of information and

picking out the important elements and then producing, giving back an answer that responds

directly to the question instead of meandering back and forth like I'm doing with this answer.

It gives back an answer that directly answers the need of the consumer that is aware of the

full context that the consumer is asking or looking for.

Sara Lebow (16:31):

Gotcha. So those inputs on location and store, they're all coming in at the same time rather

than separately.
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Yory Wurmser (16:40):

Yeah.

Beth Ann Kaminkow (16:40):

Yory, I have a question for you based on things that we get from our clients a lot, and that is

we are always trying to emphasize the need for pilots right now and just sort of testing and

learning and just even AI applied to not just the pilot that you're running, but also the ability to

AB test and get a lot of great feedback is pretty tremendous as well. How would you suggest

that our clients prioritize what they're piloting or how they're thinking through the use cases

and the jobs to be done?

Sara Lebow (17:08):

Very good question.

Beth Ann Kaminkow (17:09):

Yeah. Yeah.

Yory Wurmser (17:10):

I mean, it's a great question. I think it goes back to, first of all, what is the area where the

consumer experience would be most enhanced by AI? And then to answer that, I think it's

twofold is one is where do you already have the data in dispersed areas that you can use to

create a really rich answer that would serve the consumer as well? So somewhere where you

have data that's di�used and you can't really bring together in a coherent answer, but an

advanced LLM, a large language model, could bring back a really clear answer. So something

which takes into account context, location, shopping history, demographic information, things

like that, bring it all together and then answering it. I think that's an area where you could

really prioritize pretty well.

Sara Lebow (18:01):

I went to two di�erent generative AI conferences recently, one from Tech Brew and one from

Brand, and I'd been to both of them the year before, and something that I felt really changed

this year as opposed to the year before is last year people were talking about what can AI do,

what are all the places that we can plug it in, where can we put it? Now people are talking

more about what are our problems that we already know exist and then moving from there
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into how AI can solve them. And I think that's a much more useful way of approaching things is

problem first, customer first, what you were saying, customer centricity rather than AI first.

Beth Ann Kaminkow (18:37):

I totally agree.

Sara Lebow (18:38):

That said, the lift on generative AI isn't as high as AI, so I do understand the plug and play

experimentation going on right now.

Beth Ann Kaminkow (18:46):

Yeah. Yeah, I totally agree. And the other thing that we just partner our clients with is thinking

through the di�erent platforms and not necessarily having to go at this alone. It is thinking

through, "Okay, there's the Instacart, there's the Ubers, there's the Metas, everybody that kind

of intersects with their retail experience for the consumer now and not just think about

themselves isolated from all of these other platforms and partnerships that really enhance the

experience for the consumer." And because everybody is getting into the generative AI space

with di�erent capability and utility, functionality, how do we map those things together and

match them up in a way to solve some of the problems in a really cool shared way?

Sara Lebow (19:27):

Okay, so we've been really bullish on AI. There are definitely things that generative AI is not

good for. What shouldn't we be using generative AI for?

Beth Ann Kaminkow (19:39):

We obviously have a tremendous amount of very talented creatives, and I wouldn't be doing

them in injustice if I didn't say there's certain aspects of the creative process that still need a

lot of human intervention. I think they've all not been slow to adopt. I think they have actually

really adopted, especially when it comes to selling concept and when it's some design

elements and some visual elements.

(20:00):

But I think when you talk about the integrity of a brand and you're not just thinking about

loads of content for PDP pages, but you're really thinking about creative experience and the
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things that your brand is going to be at the heart of them, the level of human intervention and

ideation and things that you still want to kind of purely come from human capital, yes,

augmented by and generated by and supported by AI, but still very much about the artist and

the originality that it still comes from, I think a human creative is an area that we see having to

still maintain based on the incapability right now still. I mean, it's not to say that's not going to

continue to evolve, but right now based on the concerns of brand safety and imagery and

visual ability right now is just not there.

Yory Wurmser (20:49):

Yeah, I'd 100% agree with that. I think anywhere where precision is extremely important, Sara,

I think you were mentioning earlier about some health related and insurance for instance,

something where you can't have any type of hallucination or faulty answer, I think that's where

you still need human oversight or direct human response, and then definitely creativity. I

couldn't agree more with Beth Ann about that.

Beth Ann Kaminkow (21:14):

Yeah. And just to underscore your point too, the misinformation, anywhere that

misinformation could still get pulled in or bias information because these larger language

models are still training on something and some of that is still biased in terms of what it's

suggesting. And so I think those are things that need a lot of human intervention. So it is true

kind of augmentation versus replacement.

Sara Lebow (21:35):

Yeah, I mean the AI is trained on biased data. That said, as a person, I've also been trained on

biased data, so it's hopefully something that I can critically think through and maybe the AI

can eventually, but yeah, it's just working with the data it's been given. Wrapping up, can you

guys give me a top line philosophy retailers should have when approaching generative AI?

How should they be thinking about it?

Beth Ann Kaminkow (21:59):

You are usually talking three Cs. I've came up with these three Vs. So mine are vision, value, and

visibility. And so I think starting to your point about a consumer-centric vision out versus

generative AI starting at the start, I think it's thinking through what are the outcomes that

we're trying to drive here? What are the pain points? What are the business solutions? We're
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talking retail, so what are the selling solutions that we need? Starting with that really well-

defined vision. Value to me is both value in terms of this has got to bring value to the

consumer, sometimes it's e�ciency value, but if something is enhanced for me, if I feel the true

benefit from it, then I'm on board. But also values driven where again, the commitment, the

trust, the credibility is established and really important. And then visibility comes from the

discoverability of great search and brands are trying to break through and it's getting more

crowded and competitive and complex. And so how do we use this to enhance their visibility

to the right people at the right time?

Sara Lebow (23:01):

Yory, any final thoughts?

Yory Wurmser (23:03):

Yeah, no, I mean I think that sums it up really well. I would just say it's see where it makes the

biggest impact, what's the outcome that you think makes the best impact for your

customers? And also the trade-o�, is the technology ready there? How much would it cost

you to actually get a solution that measurably improves what you already have? So just that,

the cost benefit analysis.

Sara Lebow (23:26):

Okay. That is all we have time for today, even though I feel like we could keep going for

another 30 minutes. Thank you so much for being here, Beth Ann, thanks for joining us.

Beth Ann Kaminkow (23:34):

Thank you for having me. It was fun talking to you both and I agree we could probably go on

for at least another episode.

Sara Lebow (23:40):

Thank you, Yory.

Yory Wurmser (23:41):

Yeah, I agree. It just was a lot of fun.

Sara Lebow (23:43):
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Thanks to our listeners, to Victoria who edits the podcast and to I am adding in as the fourth V

to vision, value, and visibility. We'll be back next Wednesday with another episode of

Reimagining Retail, an eMarketer podcast. And tomorrow, join Marcus for another episode of

the Behind the Numbers daily.


